Abstract Software product line engineering is about producing a set of similar products in a certain domain. A variability model documents the variability amongst products in a product line. The specification of variability can be extended with quality information, such as measurable quality attributes (e.g., CPU and memory consumption) and constraints on these attributes (e.g., memory consumption should be in a range of values). However, the wrong use of constraints may cause anomalies in the specification which must be detected (e.g., the model could represent no products). Furthermore, based on such quality information, it is possible to carry out quality-aware analyses, i.e., the product line engineer may want to verify whether it is possible to build a product that satisfies a desired quality. The challenge for quality-aware specification and analysis is threefold. First, there should be a way to specify quality information in variability models. Second, it should be possible to detect anomalies in the variability specification associated with quality information. Third, there should be mechanisms to verify the variability model to extract useful information, such as the possibility to build a product that fulfils certain quality conditions (e.g., is there any product that requires less than 512 MB of memory?). In this article, we present an approach for quality-aware analysis in software product lines using the orthogonal variability model (OVM) to represent variability. We propose to map Software Qual J (2012) 20:519-565 DOI 10.1007 variability represented in the OVM associated with quality information to a constraint satisfaction problem and to use an off-the-shelf constraint programming solver to automatically perform the verification task. To illustrate our approach, we use a product line in the automotive domain which is an example that was created in a national project by a leading car company. We have developed a prototype tool named FaMa-OVM, which works as a proof of concepts. We were able to identify void models, dead and false optional elements, and check whether the product line example satisfies quality conditions.
Introduction
Software product line engineering (SPLE) is a paradigm for producing a family of products that share more commonalities than variabilities. This paradigm usually consists of two development processes, namely: domain engineering and application engineering (Pohl et al. 2005) . In domain engineering, the common software artefacts are designed and developed for reuse. In application engineering, the specific products are derived by reusing a set of the aforementioned domain artefacts.
Variability models are central artefacts in all activities of the SPLE. A variability model documents the variability amongst products in the product line, i.e., rules that constrain the possible configurations of artefacts in a product (Chen et al. 2009; Sinnema and Deelstra 2007; Kang et al. 1990 ). The configuration of an individual product is done by selecting options in the variability model. Over the past years, several variability modelling techniques have been developed in order to document and manage variability, such as feature modelling, decision modelling and orthogonal variability modelling (Sinnema and Deelstra 2007; Chen et al. 2009 ). The analysis of variability models deals with the computer-aided extraction of valuable information from variability models (Benavides et al. 2010) .
The specification of variability can be extended with measurable quality attributes (e.g., CPU and memory consumption) and constraints on these attributes, in order to express quality information about different products (Benavides et al. 2010) . For example, in cases where there are limitations of resources such as memory capacity and CPU time, the derivation of products that do not satisfy those conditions must be avoided. When quality information is added to a variability model, a quality-aware analysis can be performed. In SPLE, quality-aware analysis is an essential activity to guarantee that the derived software products reach the desired quality. In SPLE, early quality analysis is particularly important, since any anomaly should be identified before the derivation of specific products. The wrong use of constraints may cause anomalies in the specification, leading to contradictory or to misleading information about the scope of the product line. Such anomalies should be detected and avoided to assure that desired products can be configured. If any anomaly is not detected early, all products that were developed based on the anomalous domain artefacts have to be corrected. This can lead to high cost and effort (Pohl et al. 2005) .
Currently, there are some approaches that extend feature models with quantitative attributes and constraints (Benavides et al. 2005 (Benavides et al. , 2010 . However, quality information associated with the orthogonal variability model (OVM) (Pohl et al. 2005; has not been explored in the literature before. The challenge of quality-aware analysis in SPLE using OVM is threefold. First, a way of expressing quality information has to be provided. Second, possible anomalies in the model should be detected. Third, the variability model should be verified to extract useful information, such as, the possibility to build a product that fulfils certain quality conditions (e.g., is there any product that requires less than 512 MB of memory?).
Our main contributions are as follows:
1. To address the first challenge, we present a way to relate the OVM and quality information, which we refer to as OVM ? u. In our approach, quality information consists of quality attributes and constraints on these attributes. Therefore, the approach allows modellers to specify levels of quantitative quality attributes for products in SPLE with OVM. These quality attributes are related to the elements that represent variability in the OVM. 2. To address the second challenge, we provide an automated way to detect anomalies in OVMQ ? u, which is made up of the relationship between OVM and quality information. We support three kinds of anomalies: void model, dead elements and false optionals. To automate anomaly detection, we present a mapping from OVMQ ? u to a constraint satisfaction problem. Then, we use an off-the-shelf constraint solver to implement the detection. 3. To address the third challenge, we provide an automated way to carry out analysis operations on SPLE using OVM. We provide analysis operations that can be used to verify quality conditions, ask for an optimal product or the most representative one. A quality condition is any constraint that restricts the value of quality attributes. 4. We have developed a prototype tool named FaMa-OVM, which works as a proof of concepts of our approach. The approach was able to identify void models, as well as dead and false optional elements for our product line example, which is a non-trivial example. It was also possible to identify whether this product line satisfies quality conditions. Furthermore, we discuss the limitations of our approach.
In this article, we motivate the quality-aware analysis of software product lines by using an example of a radio frequency warner (RFW) product line in the automotive domain. This example was created in a national project by a leading car company. In the example, we use the OVM for variability modelling.
In Fig. 1 , we show an overview of our approach. An OVM represents a set of possible products. When an OVM is associated with quality information (i.e., quality attributes and constraint on these attributes) which we refer to as OVMQ ? u, the set of products can be reduced since not all of them satisfy the required quality.
1 Based on this new set of products which takes quality information into account, the engineers of the product line can carry out quality-aware analysis. On the one hand, the OVMQ ? u specification can be analysed in order to verify possible anomalies. On the other hand, engineers can execute analysis operations to analyse OVMQ ? u. These operations can use as input a quality condition defined by the engineers, i.e., restrictions on the set of products of OVMQ ? u. These quality conditions restrict the set of products even more.
The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Sect. 2 gives an overview of variability modelling techniques, particularly feature models and OVM. Section 3 presents our RFW motivating example. Section 4 discusses how we specify quality information in SPLE using OVM. Section 5 introduces analysis operations that can be performed on OVMQ ? u, describes the process we use for the automated analysis of OVMQ ? u and reports on the mappings from the OVMQ ? u to a constraint satisfaction problem. Section 6 defines and discusses analysis that extracts information from OVMQ ? u. Section 7 comments on our tool support, FaMa-OVM, and discusses the obtained analysis results. The related work is discussed in Sect. 8 and, finally, we discuss limitations and draw our conclusions in Sect. 9.
Background
In SPLE, variability models document the variability in a product line. They provide a set of options that must be selected during derivation of a specific product. Besides, they provide a mechanism to specify rules that constrain the combination of such options. These constraints may come from technical restrictions or any domain decisions. The configuration of products is done by selecting desired and valid options in the variability model during application engineering.
Amongst the most popular variability modelling techniques is feature modelling, which captures the set of possible products of a product line in a feature model. The first feature model was proposed in 1990 by Kang et al. (1990) as part of the feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA) method. Since then, several extensions of FODA have been proposed.
Feature models
Besides documenting variability, feature models also express the commonalities of the product line, i.e., the features that are common to all products. A feature is an increment in program functionality (Batory et al. 2006) . Feature models are used to represent product lines by means of a hierarchical decomposition of features, which yields a feature tree. A feature model is composed of two main elements: features and relationships between them, with one of these features being the root. Constraints of the type requires and excludes between features can be added, leading to additional complexity, thus resulting in a directed acyclic graph. A common graphical notation is depicted in Fig. 2 . This feature model example defines a product line, in which every product contains two mandatory features, A and G. Furthermore, the product line has (i) one optional feature, D, which can be selected or left out at will; (ii) the grouped features E and F that are possible choices of their parent feature (D), in which the alternative relationship defines that one and only one of these grouped features can be selected, and (iii) the grouped features B and C that are possible choices of their parent feature (A) with the Or relationship defining that one or more features of the group must be selected. In addition, the constraints requires and excludes impose limitations on the possible combinations of features. In this case, the requires relationship defines that, when C is selected, E must be selected as well. The area limited by the grey colour illustrates the features that are common to all products of the product line.
Extended feature models
Some authors have identified the need to extend feature models with extra-functional information such as memory consumption, binary size and development cost (Benavides et al. 2005; Kang et al. 1998; Czarnecki et al. 2005) . The purpose of this extension is to add measurable information about the features, which is done by introducing attributes to features. By means of these attributes, it is possible to specify quantitative information required to support the feature. As stated by Benavides et al. (2010) , there is no consensus on a notation to define attributes. However, most proposals agree that an attribute should consist of a name, a domain and a value. Figure 3 shows an example of an extended feature model using the notation proposed by Benavides et al. (2005) . This extension enables the inclusion of more complex constraints amongst features and attributes. For example, it is possible to specify constraints like: ''If feature B and feature C are selected, then memory of feature E must be higher than 64''.
Orthogonal variability model
OVM is a modelling language to define the variability in a software product line in an orthogonal way; in other words, it provides a cross-sectional view of the variability across all product line artefacts (Pohl et al. 2005, p. 75) . OVM interrelates the variability in base models such as requirement models, design models, component models and test models (see Fig. 4 ). The traceability between OVM and the different types of base models is established through artefact dependencies (dashed lines in Fig. 4) . In the following, we provide an overview of the OVM. For a complete formal definition of the OVM, we refer the reader to ).
An OVM is composed of two main elements: variation points (VP) and variants (V). In this article, we refer to these OVM elements as variable elements. A variation point documents the aspects that can vary in a product line and are chosen by the customer or engineer of the software product line. A variant is related to a variation point and documents how this variation point can vary. We refer to the variation point and variant relationship as parent-child relationship. Figure 5 shows an example of an OVM. The variation points have at least one child, and each variant has at most one parent. Furthermore, two types of variation points are distinguished, e.g.,VP1 and VP2 in Fig. 5 .
Although feature models are similar to OVMs, they differ mostly in two aspects: in their structure and in the way they relate to quality information. A feature model is only composed of features organised in a single tree and have a single root feature, whilst an OVM is composed of variation points and variants organised in one or more two-level trees. In feature models, the root feature is always mandatory, i.e., it is part of all products, and therefore, there is no empty product. On the other hand, in OVMs, variation points can be optional. This allows configuring a product without any variant or variation point. Regarding the second aspect, feature models provide possibility to annotate quality information in the same model, whilst in OVMs, it should be external to the model. We elaborate on this topic in Sect. 4. 3 Radio frequency warner system: motivating example
The RFW product line is used as the motivating example in this article. The aim of systems derived from the RFW product line is to give hints of relevant traffic signs to a driver of a car or truck. The motivation for developing such a product line is the increasing complexity of today's traffic.
The product line is based on the fictional assumption that all traffic signs are equipped with a radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag. This allows the identification of traffic signs when approaching a sign. The transmitted data include the type of sign (maximum speed, no overtaking, etc.) and the direction of the sign. The functionality of the RFW is realised by a control unit in the car that interacts with other components in the car such as the display and sound system. An illustration of the functionality of the RFW system can be found in Fig. 6 : the car is arriving from the east heading to west. Four different signs are in the area: a stop sign, a do-not-enter sign, a no-trucks sign, and a no-parking sign. All these signs are equipped with an active RFID transmitter, and each sign knows its direction:
-the stop sign is relevant for all vehicles approaching from the east; -the do-not-enter sign is relevant for all vehicles approaching from the east and west; -the no-parking sign is relevant for all vehicles approaching from the west; -the no-trucks sign is relevant for all trucks approaching from the west and the east.
The information about the direction is encoded in the signal of the traffic signs. If the car, for example, heads to the west, it will receive the signals of all signs. The RFW processes the signals and dismisses the no-parking sign, because it is only relevant for the opposite direction. It signals the stop sign to the driver, since this is the nearest sign to the car that is relevant. During the trip, the RFW system will also show the do-notenter sign. The no-trucks sign is dismissed for the car. The truck, for example, that is approaching from the west receives the same signals including the no-parking sign in the opposite order, but the RFW does not dismiss the no-trucks sign, because it is relevant for the truck driver. 
System components
An overview of the system can be found in Fig. 7 . Roughly speaking, the system consists of three components: the RFW display, RF-receiver unit and the RFW control unit. They communicate via a controller area network (CAN) which is a standard interface in the automotive area, standardised by ISO (ISO 11898). However, the CAN is used as a transparent transport gateway. The components can be characterised as follows:
-RFW control unit: the control unit is the main part of the system. It receives the signals of the RF receiver and reacts specifically based on a set of rules.
-Discard switch: the discard switch marks the current signal to be discarded. When the user presses the button, the actual symbol in the display is discarded and the actual warning sound is stopped, and all upcoming signs with the same RFID are dismissed for the next 60 s -On/Off switch: the On/Off switch activates and deactivates the RFW system.
-RFW display: the RFW display shows the output of the RFW control unit. -RF receiver unit: the RF receiver unit receives the signals and sends them to the RFW control unit. 
RFW product line
In order to provide a RFW system to customers with different needs, the RFW product line has been created. Figure 8 shows an excerpt of the OVM corresponding to the RFW product line. In this figure, the variation points VP7:Other signs, VP8:Prohibition signs, VP9:Warning signs and VP10:Signs giving orders subsume the different categories of signs that can be detected. For simplification, we show only two signs for each category. The complete OVM diagram with all variation points and variants can be found in ''Appendix'', Fig. 19 . It should be noted that in this figure, we are omitting several requires and excludes dependencies since it would be too confusing to show all of them. We present the list of these constraints in ''Appendix'', Table 8 . The main differentiation of the RFW system is made in variation point VP1:Type of vehicle. There, one of four different vehicle types has to be chosen. The variation point VP2:Activation determines whether the RFW is switchable (i.e., whether it has a switch to turn it on or off) or whether it is turned on instantly and continuously. The variation point VP3:comfort functions determines the additional functionality of the RFW. The following comfort functions are available:
-V7:No stopping warning: warns the driver if there is an active no stopping sign at the current position and therefore stopping is forbidden. -V8:Overspeed warning: warns the driver if there is a speed limit is in effect and the car is too fast. This requires additional information about the current speed that needs to be received via CAN. -V9:Sound at warning sign: if the car passes a warning sign, the RFW system warns the driver acoustically. -V10:Hazardous situation alarm: warns the driver in a hazardous situation and may take over control, e.g., by initiating an emergency brake. This detection requires much external information, e.g., the actual speed, lateral acceleration, status of the wheels (i.e., blocking, slippage etc.).
The variation point VP4:Behaviour at warning signs determines the behaviour, if a relevant warning sign is passed. The system can show the warning sign in the display and it can additionally sound an acoustic warning. The behaviour of the RFW system at a relevant stopping sign is determined by the variation point VP5:Behaviour at no stopping sign. The system may warn the driver or not.
The behaviour in a hazardous situation is defined by the variation point VP6:Behaviour in hazardous situations. The RFW can show a warning in the display and it can additionally warn the driver with an acoustic signal. Additionally, the system can initiate an emergency brake.
Although the above specification of RFW variability is quite important to guarantee that different customer needs are satisfied by the product line, it does not provide extrafunctional information, which is also relevant when developing software products. To satisfy quality conditions regarding, for instance, development cost, memory consumption, or any other quality, this is not enough. Extra-functional information must be specified and related to the RFW variability. Based on this specification, a quality-aware verification can be performed to ensure that all products fulfil the stakeholders needs. In order to specify quality information for the RFW product line, to relate it to the variability, and to verify that its products satisfy the quality conditions, some challenges arise. These are described in the next section.
Expressing quality information
In the RFW product line, we have identified many variation points regarding functionalities of the product line systems, but no quality information. Quality information such as the specification of the development cost of the comfort function or the power of the sensor required by different signals cannot be expressed directly in the OVM.
In feature models, the attributes annotate features with quality information (see Fig. 3 ). In the OVM, this is different, since OVM documents the variability in base models. There are two different possibilities when relating quality information with the OVM which represent two different problems: (i) the OVM is directly related to a quality model including quality information, considering this model as a base model in the OVM terminology, see Fig. 9a ; (ii) the quality information refers to a base model (e.g., architecture, requirements or configuration models) so the OVM is not directly related to a quality model, see Fig. 9b . In this article, we address the second problem.
In the following, we consider the case that the base model would be a configuration model, and this model is related to quality information. Roughly speaking, a configuration model is made up of a set of components (e.g., features or variants) and rules that constrain the possible combinations of these components. We assume that rules can be represented in an OVM, and that the relationship between elements in both models (OVM and configuration model) is one-to-one (see discussion in Sect. 9). The specific configuration model depends on the language used to model the configuration problem (Finkel and O'Sullivan. 2011; Felfernig et al. 2000) . As our approach is independent of the configuration model used and for the sake of simplicity, we omit the configuration model from the subsequent figures and text. We relate the OVM directly to quality information, hereafter called OVMQ ? u (see Fig. 10 ), still considering the second problem described in the previous paragraph, i.e., we are still not documenting the variability in a quality model.
Although it is out of the scope of this article to provide a rigorous syntax and semantics of a language to define quality information in OVMs (this would require a parallel research stream), we assume that such information can be mapped into a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), thus enabling the automation of our approach. A CSP is defined as a set of variables, a set of domains for those variables, and a set of constraints restricting the values of those variables (Tsang 1993) . For example, suppose x1, x2, x3 are variables of a CSP, all with domains in [1, 2, 3] , and (x1 = x2), (x2 \ x3) being the constraints. A solution to this CSP is an assignment to every variable of some value in its domain such that it does not violate any of the constraints. Therefore, a possible solution to this CSP is ((x1 = 1), (x2 = 1), (x3 = 2)).
In Fig. 11 , we provide a high-level conceptual model for describing the main elements of a quality information language such as the one we use in our approach. A quality information language is represented by a set of attributes with their respective domains, and/or a set of constraints on these attributes. In the following, we describe these elements and how they are related to the OVM.
Quality attributes
In our approach, we define a quality attribute as a measurable property of an artefact. We consider only those properties that can be quantified and technically defined. For example, the memory consumption or the accuracy of an antenna. As stated by Benavides et al. (2010) , most proposals agree that an attribute should consist of a name, a domain and a value. We have relied on this statement to specify the attributes used in our approach. An attribute has a name , a domain, a value, a nullValue, and unit. name denotes the name of the attribute which does not need to be unique since different artefacts can have different attributes with the same name. domain denotes the range of values that the attribute may hold such as Reals, Integers, and any range (e.g., [1…512]); value denotes the attribute value which will depend on the concrete type of attribute (we elaborate more on it later). nullValue denotes the value that must be taken by the attribute when the variant with which the attribute is related is not selected. unit denotes a determinate quantity such as metres, seconds, currency and kilobytes, adopted as a standard for measurement. We distinguish two kinds of attributes depending on how their values are calculated:
-Basic attribute. The value of a basic attribute is a base measure (Garcia et al. 2006), i.e., a measure that does not depend upon any other measure. -Derived attribute. The value of a derived attribute is determined by a function over other attribute values.
An attribute can be related to zero or more variable element in the OVM. In the same manner, a variable element can be related to zero or more attributes. We refer to an attribute as a global attribute when it is not related to a variable element in the OVM; it is a composition of any other attributes. We refer to a relationship between a variable element and an attribute as variable-element.attribute, where variable-element denotes the name of the variable element which must be unique and attribute denotes the name of the attribute. For example, V53:GPS.Accuracy defines the relationship between V53:GPS and Accuracy.
To illustrate quality attributes, we use the example in Fig. 12 . In this example, we can see that the RFW product line offers two different types of positioning systems: V53:GPS and/or V54:Galileo. The positioning systems have different accuracies, thus we define a basic attribute to express their accuracy. The GPS system has an accuracy of 8 m, whilst Galileo has 4 m of accuracy. In Fig. 12 , there are two derived attributes: Accuracy and AccuracyFactor, related to VP12:PositioningSystem, and VP13:Antenna, respectively. The former expresses the system accuracy regarding the type of positioning system selected, and it is the minimum value between V53:GPS.Accuracy and V54:Galileo.Accuracy; the latter expresses the accuracy factor of the selected antenna which is obtained by the maximum value between Small.AccuracyFactor, Medium.AccuracyFactor and Big.AccuracyFactor. Finally, the TotalAccuracy is a global attribute because it is not connected to any variable element. The global attribute represents a quality property of the product line as a whole. Thus, in the case of TotalAccuracy, it represents the resulting accuracy of the system, which is the product of the selected positioning system accuracy and the selected quantifier. With this specification, it would, for example, be possible to get the same overall accuracy with a bigger antenna and GPS and a medium size antenna and Galileo.
The function used to calculate the values of derived attributes depends on the solver used to automate the approach; furthermore, it is domain dependent. The resulting value of a function depends on whether the variable element related to it is selected or not. Therefore, when an attribute is involved in a function, its nullValue must be neutral to such a function. Each function must be handled specifically and suitable neutral values must be defined. Let us observe, for example, the function defined in the VP12:PositioningSystem.Accuracy attribute. In the case where both positioning systems, V54:Galileo and V53:GPS, are selected, the function will return the minimum value between their accuracy, resulting in value 4. However, if one of the variants is not selected, for example V53:GPS, the value of V53:GPS.Accuracy must have a neutral value with regard to the min function. In this case, we can use the ?? as a neutral value because it is bigger than any real number. In the RFW example, we use aggregate functions such as sum, min and max and also functions with the operators ? and *.
The list of attributes identified for the RFW product line and their descriptions can be found in Table 1 . Their values are not shown in this table because they depend on the association with the variable elements in the OVM. The values are shown in Tables 2, 3 , and 4; they were defined by the engineers of the RFW product line. Table 2 shows the values taken by the basic attributes. The variants are listed in the first column of the table, and the attribute names are listed along the first row. The cells indicate the values taken by each attribute when related to the corresponding variant. They are shown in the form value|neutral-value. Cells marked with ''-'' indicate that the attribute is not related to the variant.
In the RFW example, all derived attributes are related to variation points. Their values are shown in Table 3 . The variation points are listed in the first column, and the attribute names are listed along the first row. The cells indicate which function is used to calculate each attribute value when related to the corresponding variation point. Those cells marked with ''-'' indicate that the attribute is not related to the variation point. Values are shown in the form value|neutral-value. As these attributes are involved in the values of the global attributes (see Table 4 ), their null values are defined as ??, -? or 0. In the case that the variation point is selected, the attributes can take as values the functions min, max or sum. They are defined as follows:
-minðv 1 :attribute; . . .; v n :attributeÞ; wherefv 1 ; . . .; v n g childrenOf ðvpÞ -maxðv 1 :attribute; . . .; v n :attributeÞ; wherefv 1 ; . . .; v n g childrenOf ðvpÞ Table 4 . Except for the TotalAccuracy, the other global attributes are calculated using an aggregate function in the set of variation points. In the following, we elaborate on their meaning: -TotalAccuracy: represents the overall accuracy of a given product which is computed by multiplying the accuracy of the positioning system by the antenna accuracy factor. For example, a product of the RFW product line that has GPS and a Medium antenna offers an overall accuracy of 8, since V53:GPS.Accuracy = 8 and V56:Medium.AccuracyFactor = 1. -TotalMemory: represents the total memory required by a given product, which is computed by the sum of all attributes Memory related to variation points. -TotalROM: represents the total ROM required by a given product, which is computed by the sum of all attributes ROM related to variation points. -TotalLatency: represents the maximum time that a given product takes to provide feedback, which corresponds to the minimum value amongst the attributes Latency related to variation points. For example, the minimum value between VP1.Latency = 350 and VP2.Latency = 500 is 350. Then, the maximum time this product should take to provide feedback to the user is 350 ms. -TotalCost: represents the cost of a given product, which is computed by the sum of all attributes Cost related to variation points. -RecognitionTime: represents the maximum time that a given product takes to recognise a signal, which corresponds to the minimum value amongst the attributes Cycle related to variation points. For example, the minimum value between VP1.Cycle = 50 and VP2.Cycle = 100 is 50. Then, the maximum time this product should take to recognise a signal is 50 ms.
Domain constraints
Domain constraints are constraints on attributes that limit the possible configuration of products. These constraints may come from resource limitations (e.g., the maximum memory consumption allowed) or any domain relevant restriction, e.g., all products derived from the RFW product line must provide feedback to the user before passing the signals, otherwise the system is useless. Therefore, domain constraints can be defined on quality attributes to avoid building unsuitable products. In the case of the RFW product line, for example, the traffic signs must be detected by the sensor from a given distance before passing the traffic sign. This distance must be reasonable to allow the product to provide feedback to the user within an expected time. Therefore, some constraints on the attribute VP11:Sensor power.range must be defined. To guarantee that a RFW product can successfully detect the V44:End of prohibitions sign, the sensor has to have a range of at least 25 m. However, to detect the V41:No overtaking sign, the sensor must be able to detect the signal at least 50 m before passing the sign. Thus, the constraints on attributes represented within ellipses in Fig. 13 are specified to prevent the configuration of unsatisfactory products.
The syntax of domain constraints depends on the solver used to automate the analysis. Domain constraints are predicates over attributes that can be evaluated to true or false depending on the attribute values. The neutral values for attributes must also be considered 5 Detecting anomalies in OVMQ 1 u by means of CSP A typical problem that comes to light when specifying OVM is the wrong use of constraints. A wrong constraint modelling can cause anomalies in the specification, which are difficult to detect in practice. In addition to requires and excludes constraints, domain constraints can also cause anomalies. Therefore, before analysing quality conditions, we have to detect possible anomalies in the OVMQ ? u. For example, anomalies such as ''the model does not allow the derivation of any product that respects all the specified dependencies amongst variants'' should be detected. The RFW product line has 13 variation points, 4 out of which are optional, and 57 variants. Consequently, there are 57 variability dependencies between variation points and variants, 65% of them are optional and 35% are alternative. Furthermore, the product line has 34 requires and 4 excludes relationships between variable elements, 225 attributes (18 out of them are derived), and 72 quality domain constraints. Consequently, in order to manually detect anomalies in this model is a tedious and error-prone task. This task is even more complicated if we consider that the products should respect domain constraints.
There are three kinds of anomalies we intend to check in the specification of OVMQ ? u; namely void model, dead variable element and false optional. These anomalies were already identified and supported by other approaches when using feature models (Benavides et al. 2010; . In this article, we propagate those results to the OVM context.
-Void model. A model is void when it is not possible to derive any valid product, i.e., a product that respects the rules specified in the OVMQ ? u. -Dead variable element. Using constraints wrongly can generate a dead variable element, i.e., it never appears in any valid product. Figure 14a between variant V12:Display and sound indication and variant V17:Emergency brake. The V17:Emergency brake behaviour will not be part of a product regardless of whether V11:Show warning signs or V12:Display and sound indication is selected. This situation gives a false view of the product line scope, since that the optional dependency between VP6:Behaviour at hazardous situation and V17:Emergency brake determines that it should be possible to configure products with and without V17:Emergency brake. When the false constraint on this V17:Emergency brake is specified, this functionality will never appear in a product of the RFW product line, and thus will lead to a dead variant. -False optional. Verifies whether a variable element is false optional or not. A variable element is false optional if it is modelled as optional, yet appears in all valid products. This anomaly also gives a false view of the product line scope. Figure 14 shows how the variant V17:Emergency brake can become a false optional.
The purpose of automated analysis of feature models is extracting information from feature models using automated mechanisms (Batory et al. 2006) . Benavides et al. (2010) define a conceptual framework, in which they propose a process for the automated analysis of feature models. Based on this framework, we define the process presented in Fig. 15 as the whole process to automate the analysis of OVMQ ? u. The process starts by mapping the OVMQ ? u to a CSP, which is the logical representation we use to automate the analysis (hereinafter, this mapping is referred to as w ovm ? u). Afterwards, we define analysis operations, which observe the properties of the w ovm ? u model without modifying it; they take a w ovm ? u model and/or a configuration as input and provide a response. An off-the-shelf CSP solver is used to automatically analyse the input data and provide the analysis results. CSP solvers search for a valid set of variable values that simultaneously satisfies all constraints. For example, A ? B [ 1 is a CSP involving the integer variables A and B, both with a domain [ [1…10] . In this case, the solver would find (A = 2, B = 2) as a valid solution for the CSP.
Mapping OVMQ ? u to CSP
The mapping of an OVMQ ? u into CSP can differ depending on the concrete solver that is used later to solve the problem. In general, the mapping process goes through two main steps. First, the 3-tuple w ovm = (V ovm , D ovm , C ovm ) is built, where the variable elements in the OVM become variables in V ovm with their respective domains in D ovm , and the variability and constraint dependencies in the OVM become constraints in the C ovm . Second, the final mapping from an OVMQ ? u to a CSP is carried out by adding variables and constraints to the w ovm , where the quality attributes become variables and the domain constraints become constraints, resulting in the 3-tuple w ovm ? u = (V ovm ? u, D ovm ? u, C ovm ? u). Next, we detail the complete mapping process.
Building the w ovm
Concrete rules for mapping an OVM into a CSP are listed in Table 5 . Also, the mapping of our RFW example of Fig. 13 is presented. In this table, we show the mapping of an OVM into a general CSP, which is independent of the solver to be used later to analyse the Table 5 Mapping OVM into constraint satisfaction problem model. The mapping is very similar to the one used for feature models (Benavides et al. 2005) , with the following differences:
1. In the OVM model, there are two types of nodes, namely variation points and variants. These nodes differ from each other. Variation points are mandatory or optional. In feature models, all nodes in the diagram are features. 2. There is no constraint for a root node, since there is no root node in the OVM. 3. For each mandatory variation point, we add a constraint assigning value 1 to the correspondent variable. 
Each alternative relationship is mapped to a constraint ''if (vp
[ 0) sum (v 1 , v 2 , …, v n ) in {m…m 0 } else v 1 = 0^v 2 = 0^v n = 0'',
Building the w ovm ? u
After we have built the w ovm , we add the variables corresponding to each attribute in the OVMQ ? u and the needed constraints, thus resulting in the w ovm ? u. The general mapping rules and the mapping for the RFW example of Fig. 13 are presented in Table 6 . These mappings created following these steps:
1. Each attribute in the OVMQ ? u becomes a variable in w ovm ? u. The domain of these variables are defined by the union of the domain interval specified to the corresponding attribute and its nullValue. Note that, when an attribute is global, it is part of all products; therefore, it does not need a neutral value. 2. The values of each attribute in the OVMQ ? u become constraints on a variable in w ovm ? u. 3. The domain constraints in the OVMQ ? u become constraints in w ovm ? u.
Defining operations for detecting anomalies as CSP primitives
The analysis method we propose is characterised by analysis operations that are applied to an OVMQ ? u. In this section, we define the three analysis operations we need to detect anomalies in the OVMQ ? u as CSP primitives.
Operation 1 (Void Model) Let ovm ? q be an OVMQ ? u specification, and w ovm ? u its equivalent CSP. Then, ovm ? q is void if there is no solution to w ovm ? u. A variable element is false optional if it is modelled as optional, but it appears in all valid products. A variable element can be a variant or a variation point. A variation point vp is false optional if it is optional and is part of all solutions of w ovm ? u. A variant v is false optional when it is part of all solutions of w ovm ? u and (1) its parent relationship is optional or alternative, or (2) its parent is optional. Consider that parent(v) returns the parent of v, relationship() returns the type of relationship between a variant v and its parent, and vptype() returns whether the variation point is mandatory or optional. The false optional operation is defined as follows:
Operation 3 (False Optional (FO)) Let ovm ? q be an OVMQ ? u specification, w ovm ? u be its equivalent CSP of the form (V ovm ? u, D ovm ? u, C ovm ? u), and v, vp [ V ovm ? u. Then, vp is false optional if isFalseOpt(w ovm ? u, vp) = true and v is false optional if isFalseOpt(w ovm ? u, v) = true. It follows: isFalseOptðw ovmþu ; vpÞ , 8s : solðw ovmþu Þ Á vp 2 s^vptypeðvpÞ ¼ optional isFalseOptðw ovmþu ; vÞ , 8s : solðw ovmþu ÞÁ Apart from analysis operations to detect anomalies in OVMQ ? u, we propose other analysis operations. Quality-aware analysis operations allow verifying whether a product or a set of products in a product line specification fulfil a given quality condition, and at the same time satisfy functional variability and domain constraints. This analysis aims at supporting the engineer decisions, but it can be performed by any stakeholder that wants to obtain information from the product line. Therefore, if an engineer of a product line has at his/her disposal an OVMQ ? u specification, he/she can make use of quality-aware analysis. The analysis process introduced in Fig. 15 is extended in order to consider quality conditions (see Fig. 16 ). In this process, an operation has as input a target OVMQ ? u, may or may not have a partial configuration (a set of variants that must be in the products and a set of variants that cannot be), and a quality condition. We define a quality condition as a statement of what is required as part of a product or a set of products regarding quality attributes. For example, the engineer of the RFW product line may want to analyse whether it is possible to derive a particular product with development cost not higher than the assigned budget. The restrictions imposed by the engineer when expressed as quality conditions can be used to get the answer from the OVMQ ? u specification. For example, the quality condition defined by the engineer can be expressed as TotalAccuracy \ 10^TotalCost \ 30. As previously mentioned, our approach is automated by means of CSP. Therefore, our basic assumption is that quality conditions can be specified as a constraint on quality attributes, as shown in the following:
Definition 1 (Quality condition) Let ovm ? q be an OVMQ ? u specification, w ovm ? u be its equivalent CSP of the form (V ovm ? q, D ovm ? q, C ovm ? q). A quality condition q is a constraint on one or more attributes [ V ovm ? q.
Satisfiability
As previously mentioned, the engineer of the RFW product line may want to verify whether it is possible to configure a product that satisfies a given quality condition. We propose an analysis operation, namely satisfiability, to verify whether a product or a set of products in OVMQ ? u fulfil a given quality condition, at the same time that satisfy functional variability and domain constraints. A product line satisfies a quality condition if there is at least one product that satisfies all constraints defined in both, OVMQ ? u and quality condition. Let us, for example, consider the quality condition previously defined TotalAccuracy \ 10^TotalCost \ 30. Then, the product line satisfies this quality condition if there is at least one solution to w ovmþu^T otalAccuracy\10^TotalCost\30; as follows:
Additionally, taking into account the needs of the stakeholders, the engineers can verify whether some partial configuration (i.e., a set of variants) satisfies the variability expressed by the OVMQ ? u and a quality condition, as well. Therefore, if necessary, the engineer can try to achieve the required configuration by relaxing or removing relationships in the variability model.
A partial configuration is of the form {Se, Re}, where Se is the set of variants to be selected, and Re is the set of variants to be removed from the configuration, such as V v i [ Se ? v i = 1 and V v i [ Re ? v i = 0. For example, the RFW engineer wants to verify whether it is possible to derive a product by combining the most powerful sensor, the GPS positioning system, and the medium-class car. Thus, this partial configuration is expressed by the set {{V53:GPS, V52:High, V1:Medium-class car}{}}. Therefore, the OVMQ ? u satisfies the engineers quality condition and simultaneously offers the desired partial configuration if and only if there is at least one solution to w ovmþu^T otalAccuracy \10^TotalCost\30^fV53 : GPS; V52 : High; V1 : Medium À classcargfg; as, shown in the following: Satisfiesðw ovmþu ; TotalAccuracy\10^TotalCost\30; ffV53 : GPS; V52 : High; V1
: Medium À classcargfggÞ , jsolðw ovmþu^T otalAccuracy\10^TotalCost\30Þð ffV53 : GPS; V52 : High; V1 : Medium À classcargfggÞj [ 0
Optimal product
The optimal product is the product that satisfies OVMQ ? u and also minimises or maximises a given objective function. When relating quality information to OVM, we are able to ask for an optimal product, since the objective function takes into account values of attributes. The product line engineer may want to verify, for example, which product of the set of products consumes less memory, or even to find the product with the lowest development cost. Therefore, finding the optimal solution, as opposed to any possible solution, would be helpful for making quality-aware decisions. Hence, to find the optimal solution, we can associate an objective function with the CSP. Then, the solver has to find solutions that maximise or minimise the specified objective function that satisfies all the constraints. A possible objective function would be O = TotalCost, such that the sought solution is rendered by minimising O, as follows: Cheapest product(s) ¼ minðCSP ovmþq ; TotalCostÞ
Optimal product with quality condition
The engineer of a product line may want to verify which is the optimal product that satisfies some quality condition and a desired partial configuration. For example, which is the cheapest product that offers TotalAccuracy \ 10^TotalCost \ 30 and has the variants V53:GPS, V52:High, and V1:Medium-class car? To find this optimal solution, we first filter the model by adding a quality condition (U) and a partial configuration (PC), which were introduced in Sect. 1. Afterwards, we define the objective function. In this case, the objective function is the global attribute TotalCost, which has been defined as follows (see Table 4 for a complete definition):
Finally, we define that the optimal products (P opt ) minimise the TotalCost, as shown in the following:
Most representative product
The optimisation operation can be used to find the most representative product(s) of a product line, which could be used to support evaluation strategies. Assessing all possible products of the product line is impracticable due to the usually very large number of products in a product line. Therefore, strategies to decide which products should be checked are needed.
There may be different ways of implementing the Most Representative Products (MRP) operation. In this article, we consider the MRP those that have variants involved in a larger number of products; however, there are other possibilities (e.g., the most expensive ones or those that have the largest number of variants). Therefore, the MRP operation is defined as the product(s) of the software product line that maximise(s) the commonality degree. The commonality degree of a product is determined by the sum of the commonality of its variants and variation points. This commonality represents the percentage of products where the variable element appears, e.g., if there are 10 possible products and a variant v appears in 5 products, the commonality of v is 50%. After the most representative product has been found, any evaluation technique employed in single systems can be applied to evaluate its quality. This operation is defined as follows:
Operation 4 (Most Representative Products (MRP)) Let ovm ? q be an OVMQ ? u specification and v [ V ovm ? u. Commonality Degree of v is the percentage of products (solutions) in which v is included. O is the summation of commonality degree of variants, and MRP is the product(s) that maximise(s) O.
CommonalityDegreeðv i Þ; where k ¼ jV ovmþq j
MRPðw ovmþu Þ ¼ maxðw ovmþu ; OÞ Note that, the MRP operation is defined based on an optimisation function represented by O. This function can be defined according to the user needs and is quality-aware. For example, O could be defined as the sum of the attributes Cost and therefore MRP would return the most expensive product(s).
7 Implementing the approach
FaMa-OVM
We have developed FaMa-OVM, which is a prototype tool to implement our approach. FaMa-OVM receives as input an OVMQ þ u specification and provides support to qualityaware analysis process. It allows detecting anomalies in an OVMQ þ u specification, as well as verifying quality conditions, optimal products and the most representative product(s). The tool was implemented based on FaMa-Framework (FaMa-FW) , which is an open source Java framework designed to facilitate the development of analysis tools for diverse variability modelling languages. FaMa-FW provides a number of extension points to plug in new components, such as metamodels, readers/writers and reasoners. Figure 17 shows an overview of FaMa-OVM components. The dark components are the extensions of the original framework. In the following, we report on those components we have implemented:
The OVMQ þ u metamodel implements the description of the different variable elements, and the rules that constraint the combination of these elements. Furthermore, it describes the attributes and their relationship with variable elements, as well as the constraints on attributes.
The OVMQ þ u reader implements a reader to an OVMQ þ u textual format, which we have defined for representing an OVMQ þ u specification. Figure 18 shows a single textual format for the examples in Figs. 12 and 13. This textual format consists of four main parts, namely: Relationships, Attributes, Global Attributes and Constraints. Relationships specifies the variability dependencies between variation points and variants. Attributes specifies basic and derived attributes. Global Attributes specifies global attributes. Constraints specifies excludes and requires relationships, and quality conditions. Attributes are defined as follows:
The terms are separated by commas, and lines are finished with semicolon. When the value of an attribute is a function, a semicolon after \value [ is used.
The OVM?Q reasoner implements the solver by using Choco (Laburthe et al. accessed November 2010) . A CSP solver was used because it offers the possibility to work with numerical values, such as integer, which allows dealing with attributes, enabling it to maximise or minimise values.
As we have used Choco solver, all variables in the CSP must belong to a finite domain, which implies that attributes must have a finite domain. Due to this limitation, functions can only involve integer values. Consequently, we were unable to use real numbers as we intended. Subsequently, real numbers were mapped to integers. The values of the attributes V55Small.AccuracyFactor, V56Medium.AccuracyFactor, V57Big.AccuracyFactor were mapped from [1.5,1,0.25] to [4,3,1], respectively.
Analysis results
In this section, we present the analysis results we have obtained with FaMa-OVM. Our tool provides support to quality-aware analysis of OVMQ þ u. It is worth mentioning that we have no intention of providing an industrial tool support for such quality-aware analysis but offer a proof of concepts of our approach.
The analysis of variability models with attributes is a complex problem. When specifying quality attributes, we have defined a certain domain for them. The domain sets the limits of the attribute values. We address the analysis problem as a CSP, then the higher the range of the domain is, the more complex the problem becomes. In our implementation, when mapping the RFW example to a CSP, we have replaced the domain range of attributes as much as possible in order to reduce the problem complexity. We have employed FaMa-OVM to execute all the operations defined in this article. We have analysed two models: (1) the RFW model, which represents the RFW product line with all attributes and domain constraints that were defined through this article, and (2) the Excerpt of RFW model, which is depicted in Fig. 8 . The textual OVM for the RFW model can be found in the complementary material provided at the end of this article.
We were able to find solutions for five operations when applied to both models, as can be seen in Table 7 . We have verified that none of the models is void, but other anomalies were detected. The excerpt model does not have any anomaly; however, the RFW model has seven dead elements and six false optional. These anomalies were caused by the wrong use of constraints by the product line engineer. We were able to determine that the constraints that involves TotalAccuracy B 10 are causing some of the dead elements as well as the false optional.
Furthermore, we were able to verify that the RFW product line does not satisfy the quality condition TotalAcurancy \ 10^TotalCost \ 30. When we have relaxed this quality condition, by changing values to TotalAccuracy \ 30^TotalCost \ = 50, we have found that there are products which satisfy the relaxed quality condition. As can be seen in Table 7 , we have also analysed the excerpt model and seen that it satisfies another quality condition, namely TotalAcurancy \ 10. The number of products found in the Fig. 18 FaMa-OVM textual format excerpt model when no quality conditions were defined is 70, but when analysing it using the quality condition TotalAcurancy \ 10, this number was reduced to 30.
In addition, we have analysed whether the RFW product line satisfies the quality condition TotalAcurancy \ 10^TotalCost \ 30 associated with the partial configuration {{V53GPS, V52High, V1Medium -ClassCar}, {}}. As shown in Table 7 , we have found that there are no products that have V53GPS, V52High and V1Medium-ClassCar and satisfy such quality condition. In the case of the excerpt model, we have verified that there are products that have V53GPS and V52High and satisfy the quality condition TotalAcurancy \ 10. When we have associated the partial configuration with the quality condition and verified satisfiability, the number of products found in the excerpt model was reduced to 10.
There are operations that need to compute all possible solutions beforehand to be able to find a solution, such as the optimal product and the MRP. Therefore, the problem to be solved is more complex. We have observed that for the RFW model, these two operations have taken much more time. The Choco solver was not able to find the most representative and the optimal products in a reasonable time; however, it found a solution to these two operations when analysing the excerpt model. In this model, we were able to find the most accurate products. For this purpose, we have defined that the optimal products minimise the TotalAccuracy global attribute. Thus, we have found that 20 products are able to provide the minimum accuracy, which is 4. In the following, we present the 20 most accurate products. Optimal product 1 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High} Optimal product 2 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High,VP10SignsGivingOrders} Optimal product 3 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High,VP10SignsGivingOrders, V44EndOfProhibitions} Optimal product 4 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High,VP10SignsGivingOrders, V41NoOvertaking} Optimal product 5 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High,VP10SignsGivingOrders, V41NoOvertaking,V44EndOfProhibitions} Optimal product 6 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V51Medium} Optimal product 7 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V51Medium,VP10SignsGivingOrders} Optimal product 8 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V51Medium,VP10SignsGivingOrders, V44EndOfProhibitions} Optimal product 9 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V50Low} Optimal product 10 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V50Low,VP10SignsGivingOrders} Optimal product 11 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS,V54Galileo, VP13Antenna, V57Big,VP11SensorPower, V52High} Optimal product 12 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, V57Big, VP11SensorPower,V52High, VP10SignsGivingOrders} Optimal product 13 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, V57Big, VP11SensorPower,V52High, VP10SignsGivingOrders, V44EndOfProhibitions} Optimal product 14 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, Furthermore, we have analysed the excerpt model by executing the optimal operation associated with the quality condition TotalAcurancy \ 10 and the partial configuration {{V53GPS, V52High}, {}}, and still using TotalAccuracy as the objective function. In this case, five products were found as the most accurate products, namely:
Optimal product 1 = {VP12PositioningSystem, V53GPS,V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, V57Big, VP11SensorPower,V52High} Optimal product 2 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, V57Big, VP11SensorPower,V52High, VP10SignsGivingOrders} Optimal product 3 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna, V57Big, VP11SensorPower, V52High, VP10SignsGivingOrders, V44EndOfProhibitions} Optimal product 4 = {VP12PositioningSystem, V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower, Software Qual J (2012) 20:519-565 553 V52High,VP10SignsGivingOrders, V41NoOvertaking} Optimal product 5 = {VP12PositioningSystem,V53GPS, V54Galileo,VP13Antenna,V57Big, VP11SensorPower,V52High, VP10SignsGivingOrders,V41NoOvertaking, V44EndOfProhibitions}
In addition, we present the two most representative products we have obtained with our tool.
Most representative product 1 ¼ fVP12PositioningSystem; V53GPS; V54Galileo; VP13Antenna; V56Medium; VP11SensorPower;
V52High; VP10SignsGivingOrders; V41NoOvertaking; V44EndOfProhibitionsg
Most representative product 2 ¼ fVP12PositioningSystem; V53GPS; V54Galileo; VP13Antenna; V57Big; VP11SensorPower; V52High; VP10SignsGivingOrders;
V41NoOvertaking; V44EndOfProhibitionsg
We ran the experiments on a computer that is equipped with a Dual core AMD Opteron 1218 processor running at 2.6 GHz, 2 GB of RAM, Ubuntu 10.10 with Kernel 2.6.35.28, and the 1.6.0 version of the Java Runtime Environment.
Related work
A number of research efforts have been made to capture quality attributes and their relationship with functional features (Montagud and Abrahão 2009 ). The addition of quality information to variability models has mostly been proposed for feature model approaches; however, in the context of OVM, it has not been explored in the literature before. The relationship between feature models and some additional information was already suggested by (Kang et al. 1990) in the seminal feature model proposal called FODA. In this work, the authors contemplate the addition of feature attributes with quantified values. They also introduce the need to define relationships between features and attributes. Later (Kang et al. 1998) , make an explicit reference to non-functional features, which they define as a kind of feature that characterises functional features. Other authors have also proposed the extension of feature models with so-called feature attributes (Batory 2005; Batory et al. 2006; Benavides et al. 2005; Czarnecki et al. 2005) . Feature models and OVMs differ in the way they relate to quality information. Feature models can be directly annotated with features, whereas in OVM, the quality information must be in a separate model. As OVM documents variability realised in the base models and this variability is orthogonal to all base models, it cannot be annotated with attributes.
There are several proposals providing automated analysis of basic or cardinality-based feature models (Benavides et al. 2010) . Several analysis operations on feature models and also automated support for them were proposed. These approaches can be classified into four different groups, according to the logic paradigm or method used to provide automated support: propositional logic, constraint programming, description logic and ad hoc algorithms. Most of the approaches that deal with quality information propose the use of constraint programming for automating, since it allows dealing with integer variables. However, feature models extended with attributes, where numerical values are included, have not received much attention (Benavides et al. 2010) . Benavides et al. (2005) propose extended feature models and the automated analysis of such models by using CSP. Although in this approach the authors provide a way to add attributes to features, they do not provide much detail about the values of the attributes, as acknowledged in Benavides et al. (2010) . In this work, they only present a simple and high-level example where they illustrate a possible mapping from feature attributes to CSP. The values of the attributes are ranges, and the only function used to calculate derived attributes is the addition. There is no global attribute and relationships between attributes are hierarchically organised in the feature tree; in other words, the relationship between attributes exists only between a parent and a child, and they do not provide support to constraint on attributes. In addition, the authors propose a number of analysis operations on the extended feature model; however, they do not provide qualityaware analysis. Karataş et al. (2010) propose a quality language to express extended feature model. They address feature-attribute and attribute-attribute constraints. In addition, they provide a mapping from an extended feature model to a CSP. We were inspired by their ideas to define a quality information language. It is to note that it would be easy to introduce their results in our proposal. Although they offer a detailed quality language, they neither cover derived and nor global attributes. In addition, functions as values for the attributes are not allowed. Furthermore, the proposed mapping is different from ours. In their proposal, they also do not have null values for the attributes, so, to map each constraint into a CSP, they need to add a constraint indicating that the features involved in the constraint must be selected. In other words, in their approach, the value of an attribute is relevant to a constraint only if the feature it belongs to is included in the product. White et al. (2009) present a method called Filtered Cartesian Flattening to solve the problem of optimally selecting a set of features that simultaneously satisfy a number of resource constraints. They apply several existing algorithms to this problem, which perform much faster and offer an approximate solution. We consider this work complementary to ours, and their research results could be applied to our problem of finding an optimal product.
Other authors Tun et al. (2009 ), Bagheri et al. (2010 have looked at more qualitative means of evaluating quality constraints based on goal-oriented analysis. In (Tun et al. 2009 ), the authors separate feature descriptions into feature models relating to the requirements, the problem world context, and the specifications. Once requirements are selected for a desired product, one or more products that satisfy the requirements and the quantitative quality constraints are generated. This article resembles our research regarding the analysis of quality information in variability models. They use quality attributes and quality constraints to express technically known properties of the system. However, both approaches differ with regard to the way, quality attributes are defined. In contrast to our approach, they define the value of derived attributes as a hierarchical function, which means that the value of the attribute of a parent feature is calculated as a function of the child feature's values. This hierarchy limits the relationship between attributes. In addition, they provide a way to configure, from a feature model, solutions that satisfy quality requirements as well as quality constraints. In our work, on the other hand, we propose a number of quality-aware analysis operations to analyse OVM. Bagheri et al. (2010) take into consideration the stakeholders' desired quality attributes (called soft constraints) during a feature model configuration, and use a fuzzy propositional language for the analysis. They provide an interactive feature model configuration process, where they annotate features with high-level abstract objectives. By using fuzzy form, they express how features contribute to satisfy these objectives. This work focuses on related feature models with strategic objective of the stakeholders to find the solution that best fits stakeholders' desire.
There is also research that is based on other variability model techniques. Sinnema et al. (2004) propose COVAMOF, which is a variability modelling framework for modelling variabilities and constraints on quality properties. In COVAMOF quality attributes are expressed as dependencies related to variation points. These dependencies have, amongst other things, a function that determines their values, depending on the selected variants, and a constraint on these values. The value of the dependencies can represent formal or informal knowledge. The former is represented using algebraic expressions, and the latter can contain or refer to documented knowledge (e.g., HTML documents). Dhungana et al. (2010) propose the decision-oriented variability modelling language DOPLERVML as part of the DOPLER tool suite (Dhungana et al. 2007) . In this language, the decisions represent the variation points in a variability model and the assets describe the reusable artefacts and their dependencies. In contrast with our proposal, in COVAMOF attributes are only related to variation points, but not with variants, thus direct impact from one variant to another cannot be specified. In DOPLERVML attributes are related to assets and not to the variability model, besides constraints on attributes are not considered by the authors. Furthermore, both proposals do not provide automated analysis.
To the best of our knowledge, only have partially explored the automated analysis of OVM. As part of their work, they propose an indirect way to automatically analyse OVMs. First, they transform an OVM into a Varied Feature Diagram (VFD ? ), which is a formal ''back-end'' language used to define semantics and automating analysis, and in doing so, they reuse the semantics of analysis operations on VFD ? . To carry out this transformation, they provide an ad-hoc algorithm. Second, they map the VFD ? to a propositional formula and then automatically analyse the OVM by means of the solver SAT4j (Berre and Parrain accessed November 2010) . In contrast to our proposal, they do not address quality information.
Discussions and conclusions
In this article, we have presented an approach for quality-aware analysis in software product lines using OVM to represent variability. To provide a method for quality-aware analysis, we follow three steps. First, we have presented a way to associate quality information with OVM (referred to as OVMQ þ u). Second, we have proposed a number of analysis operations to verify OVMQ þ u. Third, we have presented a mapping from OVMQ þ u to a constraint satisfaction problem and use Choco, an off-the-shelf constraint programming solver, to automatically perform the analysis tasks. To illustrate the feasibility of our approach, we have used a product line example from the automotive domain, which was created in a national project by a leading car company. Besides, we have introduced FaMa-OVM, which is a prototypical tool developed as a proof of concepts of our approach. We were able to identify void models, dead and false optional elements, and check whether the product line example satisfies quality conditions. With FaMa-OVM results, we have determined that the addition of quality information to the analysis process highly increases the complexity of the problem when trying to find an optimal solution or the most representative product, as we have discussed in Sect. 2. We believe that it is important to work in collaboration with other research areas (e.g., Constraint Programming, Artificial Intelligence), in order to find other techniques that could better solve this problem.
In our approach we consider 1:1 relationships between OVM and configuration model elements. However, these relationships could be extended to be of 1:N with only minor changes. These changes concern the mapping from OVMQ þ u to a CSP. In 1:1 relationships, we can omit the configuration model in the mapping process and then each relationship between an OVM element and a quality attribute becomes a variant in the CSP. If 1:N is allowed, the configuration model cannot be omitted. Consequently, the mapping is changed and each relationship involving an OVM element, a configuration model element, and a quality attribute become a variable in the CSP. For the sake of simplicity we have not addressed 1:N relationships, although our approach is theoretically applicable.
In our approach, a quality attribute can be composed of values of other attributes, such as TotalCost and TotalMemory. However, the compositionality of certain attributes, such as security, usability, and performance is not obvious and often hard to define. In our approach, we deal with attributes that are technically known and that can be composed of means of functions on individual values. In addition, in our proposal, an attribute can be involved in many functions, yet these functions must allow a common neutral value. For example, if the neutral value of GPS.Cost is zero, then it cannot be involved simultaneously in an addition and a multiplication operation. Therefore, a limitation of our approach is that the same attribute can only be involved in multiple functions when it is possible to find a common neutral value for these functions.
There may be some cases in which the engineer wants to postpone the decision about the value to be assigned to an attribute, for example, the attribute Cost of a given functionality. In these cases, it would be helpful if a range and not a specific value could be specified for the value of the attributes related to variants. The use of ranges would slightly vary our approach, since we limit attribute values to concrete values or functions, however it would be possible to extend our proposal to support it. In fact, in our tool, ranges can be specified. One of the consequences of adding ranges as values for attributes is that the number of products could be increased and not reduced, as we have mentioned in Sect. 1. For example, it would be possible to have different products with the same functionalities but different levels for attributes. In our approach, the products differ only by functionalities.
Regarding our tool, we emphasise that it is based on a framework for the analysis of feature models, which is a research area that has been explored. We noted that this framework simplified the development, since we did not have to start from scratch. We have used a CSP solver to implement the analysis, Choco, to be precise. In a CSP, all variables belong to a finite domain, which implies that attributes must have a domain. Due to limitations in Choco, functions can only involve integer values. Consequently, we could not use real numbers as we intended, and real numbers were mapped to integers.
In this article, we have proposed a technique to support quality-aware analysis in SPLE with OVM. In this analysis, there can be different users of the different operations with different quality conditions. Therefore, the association between quality conditions and stakeholders would be determined by the user of the operation. For instance, minimising the development cost is important to the product provider, whereas accuracy of positioning system is far more interesting to the product customer.
In our experience, we have observed that although feature models and OVM are similar, both the specification of quality information in OVM and the implementation of our tool were not straightforward. This is due to their differences in structure and the way they relate to quality information. Furthermore, the addition of quality information to the analysis process highly increases the complexity of the problem.
The CSP solver we have used is not well prepared to solve such a complex problem as the quality-aware analysis. Our proposal provides a way to theoretically solve this problem, however when implementing FaMa-OVM to provide automated support for our approach, it was demonstrated that this problem cannot be solved within a reasonable time. Thus, we consider that it is important to investigate the nature of problems of the automated analysis of variability models associated with attributes.
Currently the FaMa-OVM textual format is created manually. To facilitate this task, we are implementing a textual editor using the Xtext framework (Foundation accessed April (2011) . In addition, we are working on the integration of FaMa-OVM with an OVM editor in order to offer a visual editor from where it is possible to execute quality-aware analysis. The visual OVM editor is included in the REMiDEMM (Requirements Engineering and Management in Domain Engineering with Multi-Model Interaction) case tool, which was presented in (Heuer et al. 2010 ).
Complementary material
The FaMa-OVM tool and the RFW textual format used in our evaluation are available at http://www.lsi.us.es/*dbc/material/SofQualJ11. 
